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Abstract

Software-defined radio (SDR) brings the flexibility of software to wireless protocol design, promising an ideal platform for innovation and rapid protocol deployment. However, implementing modern wireless protocols on existing SDR platforms often requires careful hand-tuning of low-level code, which can undermine the advantages of software.

Ziria is a new domain-specific language (DSL) that offers programming abstractions suitable for wireless physical (PHY) layer tasks while emphasizing the pipeline reconfiguration aspects of PHY programming. The Ziria compiler implements a rich set of specialized optimizations, such as lookup table generation and pipeline fusion. We also offer a novel – due to pipeline reconfiguration – algorithm to optimize the data widths of computations in Ziria pipelines. We demonstrate the programming flexibility of Ziria and the performance of the generated code through a detailed evaluation of a line-rate Ziria WiFi 802.11a/g implementation that is on par and in many cases outperforms a hand-tuned state-of-the-art C++ implementation on commodity CPUs.

1. Introduction

The past few years have seen increased innovation in the design and implementation of wireless protocols, both in industry and academia (cf. [8, 28, 44]). Much of this work – especially at the physical (PHY) layer of the protocol stack, managing the translation between radio hardware signals and protocol packets – has been driven by the increased availability of software-defined radio (SDR) platforms. SDR platforms, unlike ASIC designs, enable wireless devices to be programmed by researchers and other end users. In industry, low-cost SDR platforms have paved the way for new business models to disrupt the traditionally conservative telecom sector [23, 34, 51].

In order to meet the processing requirements of wireless protocols, SDR platforms have traditionally been FPGA-based, and were therefore difficult to program and extend. Despite some recent efforts [35], these FPGA-based SDR platforms still haven’t achieved wide-spread adoption. Recently, however, projects such as Sora [45] and USRP [50] have demonstrated that CPU-based platforms can also meet the processing demands of contemporary wireless standards. Sora, for example, was the first to achieve interoperability with commercial WiFi hardware while executing all signal processing on the CPU.

Writing realtime PHY code for a CPU, though easier than programming FPGAs, is still difficult. Wireless PHY algorithms have to process tens of millions of I/Q samples per second – equivalent to a rate of around one gigabit per second. To achieve such speed a programmer has to have a good understanding of the underlying hardware and the effects of design choices on performance. As evidence of the difficulty of the problem, the initial Sora WiFi implementation – the first to solve the problem in software – merited a best-paper award [45]; the first WiFi receiver for GNU Radio appeared only a year ago [11].

A PHY design typically consists of a pipeline of signal processing stages. So far, much of the effort has been devoted to generating efficient implementations (using advanced CPU features) of the digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms that sit within these pipelines – such as FFT, correlation, encoding, and decoding. Such implementations are developed by human experts [45] or are auto-generated from high-level algebraic specifications [40, 52].
However, wireless PHY programming is not only about generating fast DSP code and efficient matrix computations. It is also about expressing and correctly and efficiently compiling pipeline reconfigurations when system state (e.g. channel information, index of element in the LTE resource grid, coding and modulation rates) changes. Pipeline reconfigurations do appear in a PHY implementation and a programmer needs to maintain state that persists across the processing of multiple entities (header, resource blocks, packets, etc.), specify when a state changes, and how that change will affect the functionality of other blocks.

This pipeline reconfiguration aspect of PHY design is overlooked in previous work on SDR programming, yet it is of paramount importance. For example, the 4G/LTE standard – the state-of-the-art wireless cellular technology – contains over 400 pages of specifications defining the PHY layer alone [1–3]. The signal processing blocks used in LTE are mainly standard (e.g. FFT, turbo coding); most of the specification actually describes the control flow and state changes. The IEEE WiFi standard and typical textbooks give simplified block diagrams [25, Figure 118] that look like straightline dataflow composition. Unfortunately, these diagrams completely ignore pipeline reconfigurations. The full specification of state changes and pipeline reconfigurations is instead given in 90 pages of text [25] and is nontrivial to correctly and efficiently implement due to the delicate synchronization required between state changes and data processing.

Our key contribution is a new programming language, Ziria, specifically designed to expose high-level pipeline reconfiguration and control flow in PHY protocols without sacrificing the performance required for line-rate SDR. Ziria has a layered design. The main novelty is the higher-layer computation language for specifying and composing stream processing pipelines. Ziria also offers a lower-layer expression language for implementing DSP algorithms and data manipulation within pipeline components. This language is similar to those used by domain experts (C or Matlab), with a subset of features and low-level optimizations carefully selected to maintain expressiveness yet guarantee efficient compilation. The main benefits of a new domain-specific language over a library-based approach implemented in a general-purpose language are (a) domain-specific programming abstractions and a rich type system that allow programmers to express and confidently reason about state changes in their pipelines, and (b) support for aggressive optimizations on Ziria ASTs, which is crucial for compiling high-level programs to meet the tight performance constraints of modern PHYs on commodity CPUs. In this work we focus on CPUs because they are adopted by wide-spread SDR platforms [45, 50].

An important optimization in SDRs involves increasing the data widths of the components in a processing pipeline. For instance, although an encoder may naturally be defined to operate on single bit inputs, it will be much more efficient if implemented to operate on bytes. Wide data paths bring clear benefits: the ability to use SIMD instructions and wider lookup tables, efficient data manipulation, and more data locality. However, having to optimize data widths manually compromises ease of programming and flexibility. The acceptable data widths of a component may depend in complex ways on the rest of the pipeline (Section 3). As a consequence, a programmer needs to jointly optimize all the data widths in a pipeline, which is error-prone and tedious. Additionally, optimizing each component for the data widths of the specific pipeline in which it is used can lead to code that cannot easily be reused in other pipelines.

The Ziria compiler instead offers a vectorization transformation that automates this process. Thanks to this transformation, a component can be written once and reused – without any changes – in different pipelines or in different positions in the same PHY implementation with possibly different vectorizations. A well-typed pipeline modification does not require manual modifications in the constituent components. The main novelty of our vectorization transformation (compared to more traditional coarsening transformations of data paths [4, 48]) is that – for correctness – it must take into account pipeline reconfigurations (Section 3). In addition, our algorithm must jointly optimize the data path widths for all the components in a pipeline, which (we have empirically confirmed) can easily cause compilation times to blow up. To address this problem, we employ an idea from a distributed convex optimization framework [26] that, for a large class of utility functions, allows our vectorizer to make a local decision for each sub-computation in the pipeline without compromising global optimality. Local pruning dramatically reduces the number of vectorization candidates. As a consequence, full-featured WiFi transmit (TX) and receive (RX) PHY pipelines can compile (from Ziria to C) in 2-4 seconds.

In addition to vectorization, the Ziria compiler implements numerous other optimizations, including: automatic lookup table (LUT) creation, inlining, partial evaluation, memory management optimizations, fusion, a variant of static scheduling and others that are fundamental in achieving the desired processing speeds.

In summary, our contributions are:

- We present a new programming language, Ziria, with domain-specific abstractions well-suited for programming wireless SDRs with reconfigurable pipelines and a compilation scheme that supports limited coarse-grained pipeline parallelism and produces efficient executables for commodity CPUs (Section 2).
- We design and implement a novel vectorization algorithm to optimize the data widths of components in processing pipelines (Section 3). We measure the effects of this optimization and show that it also dramatically amplifies the effects of other optimizations (a combined $10 \times - 100 \times$ speedup over baseline).
- To demonstrate the viability of Ziria for developing SDR applications, we implement a IEEE 802.11a/g PHY. Our
implementation meets the protocol throughput and latency constraints, its performance matches and often outperforms hand-tuned C++ code, and it is tested with live transmissions on Sora boards, delivering < 2% packet error rate on a nonrealtime OS (Section 5). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present a high-level programming language that – in addition to being performant – can concisely capture and optimize for reconfigurations in PHY pipelines. Our compiler, test-suite, and WiFi implementation are publicly available [22].

2. Programming in Ziria

In this section we present the basic programming abstractions of Ziria and show how these abstractions help programmers compose complex pipelines such as those required for 802.11a/g. We then show how programmers familiar with imperative C-like languages can implement the basic processing blocks of those pipelines as imperative code in Ziria’s expression language. A small number of signal processing concepts are introduced along the way.

2.1 Ziria stream programming abstractions

Ziria programs process streams of values. At a high level, a WiFi receiver is just one such computation that reads a stream of complex numbers (I/Q samples) from the A/D converter of a radio and outputs a stream of bytes corresponding to MAC-layer packets. Ziria programmers can create and compose together computations of two types.

Stream transformers are computations that resemble traditional stream processing “blocks” or “bricks” commonly found in existing SDR platforms like GnuRadio and Sora. They execute indefinitely by taking values from input streams and emitting values onto output streams, perhaps also maintaining some internal state. A scrambler block is a simple example: scramblers are used, e.g., in a WiFi transmitter, to XOR input data with a pseudorandom sequence in order to shape the transmitted signal.

Stream computers, on the other hand, are a novel concept in SDR programming. Like stream transformers, they take values from input streams and emit onto output streams. In contrast to stream transformers, they execute for a while, consuming input and producing output, but eventually halt and return an additional value, which we refer to as a control value. The WiFi packet header decoder is an example of a stream computer: it decodes the header of a packet in a streaming fashion but eventually halts, returning a control value containing coding and modulation parameters from the header, which can subsequently be used to decode the packet payload. The fact that computers continuously process and output data while computing the final return value allows downstream components to continuously use these outputs, reducing overall program latency.

The Ziria type system distinguishes between these two abstractions. It assigns type \((Zr \, T \, a \, b)\) to Ziria transformers that take inputs of type \(a\) and emit outputs of type \(b\) and type \((Zr \, C \, c \, a \, b)\) to Ziria computers that take inputs of type \(a\) and emit outputs of type \(b\) while eventually returning a control value of type \(c\). Value types \(a, b, c\) are more conventional and include bit, integer and complex types of various widths, structures, arrays of statically known length, etc.

2.2 Composition on the control path

Control values returned by stream computers are the only Ziria mechanism for reconfiguring the processing pipeline. In our decoding example, the runtime – upon termination of the header decoder – will use the returned control value to initialize and configure the payload decoder and serve it the rest of the input stream. This is in sharp contrast to other SDR platforms [35, 46, 48], in which reconfiguration and initialization of different parts of the processing pipeline is achieved via shared global variables, asynchronous message passing, or has to be manually programmed in a low-level fashion with extra messages in data paths. These alternatives can hamper code maintainability and reusability.

In Ziria, this pattern of control flow is expressed using the seq-quence combinator (excerpt from our WiFi receiver):

\[
\text{seq} \{ \ (h : \text{HeaderInfo}) \leftarrow \text{DecodePLCP} () \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad ; \text{Decode} (h) \}
\]

This code runs the stream computer \(\text{DecodePLCP}\) until it produces a control value \(h\), of type \(\text{HeaderInfo}\), and then switches to the stream computer \(\text{Decode}\). Because this sequencing expresses control flow in a program, we refer to the sequence operator as composition “on the control path.” The Ziria type system ensures that in a sequence \(\text{seq} \{ \ x \leftarrow c1 ; c2 \} \), the component \(c1\) is indeed a stream computer, and not a transformer (\(c2\) may be either a stream computer or transformer). The (simplified) typing rule is:

\[
\vdash c1 : Zr \ (C \ c) \ a \ b \\
(x;c) \vdash c2 : Zr \ t \ a \ b
\]

\[
\vdash \text{seq} \ { \ x \leftarrow c1 ; c2} : Zr \ t \ a \ b
\]

where \(t\) is either \(T\) or \(C\). Notice that both \(c1\) and \(c2\) take values of the same type \((a)\) and emit values of the same type \((b)\), albeit at different points in time.

Dynamic reconfiguration using seq directly reflects the control flow of many PHY-layer protocols. Another typical example is WiFi packet reception, in which the receiver first uses a sample preamble to estimate the characteristic of the communication channel and uses this estimation to invert the effects of the channel and decode the packet.

2.3 Composition on the data path

Whereas control path composition combines two components that take from the same input stream and emit to the same output stream (although at different points in time), Ziria also supports the more conventional form of composition “on the data path”: this is composition in which the stream output of one block becomes the stream input of another. For instance, in a WiFi transmitter the output stream of the CRC block is...
We now show how these abstractions fit together to form complex pipelines. Our example in this section is an implementation of a WiFi 802.11a/g receiver in Ziria, based on the Sora implementation [45].

1. let comp Decode (h : struct HeaderInfo) =
2. DemapLimit (0) >>>
3. if h.modulation == M_BPSK then
4. DemapBPSK () >>>
5. else if h.modulation == M_QPSK then
6. DemapQPSK () >>>
7. else...
8. Viterbi (h.coding , h.len * 8 + 8)
9. >>> scrambler ()
10. let comp detectSTS () = removeDC () >>>
11. let comp receiveBits () =
12. seq { h ← DecodePLCP ()
13. ; Decode (h) >>>
14. check_crc (h.len)
15. }
16. let comp receiver () =
17. seq { det ← detectSTS ()
18. ; params ← LT3 (det.shift)
19. ; DataSymbol (det.shift) >>>
20. FFT () >>>
21. ChannelEqualization (params) >>>
22. GetData () >>>
23. receiveBits ()

Listing 1: Ziria WiFi 802.11a/g receiver pipeline

The main phases of the WiFi pipeline are: channel detection (line 16), channel estimation (line 17), and packet demodulation and decoding (lines 20 to 23). Lines 18 to 22 convert from the time into the frequency domain.

Channel detection determines if there is WiFi transmission by searching for a known preamble in the input stream. The first block, detectSTS, consists of a block that removes the signal DC component (removeDC), followed by the actual detection algorithm (clear channel assessment, cca). Detection returns fine-grained timing information, bound to det.

Channel estimation estimates physical effects (multipath fading) on the transmitted signal (block LT3). The channel estimate is returned as control value params.

OFDM demodulation converts the received data from the time to the frequency domain (lines 18 to 22), and the receiver removes the effects of the channel, as estimated in the previous phase, using ChannelEqualization followed by PilotTrack. Finally, the processed symbols are passed to receiveBits for demodulation and decoding.

Discussion. The WiFi example highlights key high-level features of the Ziria computation language. First, component composition is intuitive and code is well-structured, short, and guaranteed type-correct by the compiler. Second, configuration parameters are explicitly passed to and from components, and all reconfigurations—contrary to Sora—become explicit in the seq-structure of the programs.

2.5 Implementing processing blocks

Ziria is a two-layer language consisting of (i) a computation language and (ii) an imperative and by-and-large conventional language for computing with bits, integers, complex values, structures, arrays, etc. The most important syntactic forms of the language are given in Figure 1. We use c to denote computations and e, m to denote expressions from the imperative fragment. The details of the imperative fragment, which we omit, are unsurprising. As a notational convention, we use m for statements (e.g. y := y + 1) and c for expressions (e.g. y + 2). Formally, statements are just expressions that return unit.

Computations c include the seq and >>> combinators, conditionals, bindings for mutable variables, functions, computations, and calls.

In addition, Ziria provides a set of primitives:

- emit e. A stream computer that evaluates its argument and emits the value on the output stream. It is a computer, since it halts after emitting its value, returning a unit control value.
- take. A stream computer that takes one element from the input stream and returns it as a control value. For instance:

  ```ziria
  seq { (x : int) ← take
           ; emit (x + 1) }
  ```

  will take one value x from the input stream and emit x + 1.
- do m and return e. These primitives lift an m or e from the low-level imperative fragment to the computation language. They are both stream computers that execute their argument and return the final result as a control value. For instance, given a mutable variable y, the following code will take an input value, update y, and emit y + 1:

  ```ziria
  seq { (x : int) ← take
           ; do { y := y*x + 1; }
           ; emit (y + 1) }
  ```
c ::= seq{x ← c; c}  Sequence
    | c >>> c  Data path composition
    | if e then c₁ else c₂  Conditionals
    | var τ. f(τ) = c  Mutable variables
    | let f(ττ) = m in c  Function definition
    | let comp f(ττ) = c₁ in c₂  Computation definition
    | c(τ)  Call computation function
    | take  Take from input
    | emit e  Emit on output
    | do m | return e  Lift expression
    | repeat c  Repeat c indefinitely
    | while e c  Repeat c while e
    | times e c  Repeat c e-times
    | map f  Map function over input

... 

e, m ::= x | v | x := e | m₁ : m₂ | f(τ) | ...  Expressions
v ::= unit | i | ...  Values

Figure 1: Simplified syntax of Ziria

The do and return primitives have identical semantics, but as a programmer convenience we use do for imperative code that returns unit (such as y := x*y+1) and return for expressions that will return a value, e.g. return(y + 1).

• repeat c. A stream transformer that executes the stream computer c. When c halts, repeat re-initializes it and restarts, effectively implementing: seq{c;c;...}. Here is a component that filters out all 0-value elements of its input stream.

repeat { (x : int) ← take
    ; if x == 0 then return ()
    else emit x }

Ziria also provides a few more combinators for: repeating computers n times, mapping (expression) functions over input streams, and more. The typing rules for the most important primitives are summarized below:

⊢ take : ∀ab. Zr (C a) a b
⊢ emit e : ∀a. Zr (C unit) a τ, if ⊢ e : τ
⊢ return e : ∀ab. Zr (C τ) a b, if ⊢ e : τ
⊢ map f : Zr τ σ, if ⊢ f : τ → σ
⊢ repeat c : Zr τ σ, if ⊢ c : Zr (C unit) τ σ

2.6 Executing Ziria pipelines

Ziria programs target commodity CPUs and large parts of program pipelines run on dedicated cores. The design of the Ziria intrathread execution model is motivated by performance, namely (a) processing with low latency, and (b) avoiding compiler-introduced buffering – even for programs that use >>> .

The fundamental insight is that there exist computations that can spontaneously produce output and push it downstream (the simplest being emit e), and computations that must first pull input in order to execute (the simplest being take). Many complex Ziria processing blocks will need to both push and pull data during their execution. Consequently, every Ziria computation compiles to a pair of code blocks, called tick and proc. The tick code block determines if the computation has a result readily available, and if so, immediately pushes it to the proc code block of the downstream component for processing. On the other hand, if input needs to be pulled, tick jumps to the tick code block of the upstream component. A proc code block consumes a pushed input and can push output to the downstream proc code block.

Two subtle points deserve attention:

• The tick of proc block can determine that the computation – if it is a stream computer – should halt. This will happen when c₁ halts in a seq { x ← c₁; c₂} computation. For this reason, seq compiles with a switchtable that selects which of the two tick/proc blocks is active at any point in time. Termination of c₁ activates the tick/proc blocks associated with c₂.

• The tick and proc blocks for c₁ >>> c₂ are c₂’s tick and c₁’s proc, respectively. This means pipelines are drained from the right, and thus there is no need for variable-sized queues between >>>. It also implies that values are pushed as soon as they become available, which is beneficial for latency.

On top of this basic compilation scheme, the Ziria compiler also makes static scheduling decisions, such as eliminating tick code blocks for components that can never spontaneously produce output but always require input (e.g. map f or take). This optimization reduces the administrative overhead of tick-ing through the data path.\(^2\)

Pipeline parallelization. A c₁ >>> ... >>> cn in isolation can naturally be mapped onto multiple cores by introducing interthread queues and compiling each constituent component according to the previous intrathread model. We generalize this observation to programs where the last computation in a sequence is a data-path composition:

seq { x ← c₀
    ; c₁ >>> ... >>> cn }

We allow programmers to replace any of the >>> operators above with a variant \(\text{variant} \cdot \text{>>>} \) to explicitly indicate partitioning onto multiple cores. Pipeline-parallelizing arbitrary uses of >>> is more delicate and left as future work. The reason is, upon termination and reconfiguration of a data path, we need to synchronously notify all participating threads, making sure that no upstream thread in that path has erroneously consumed data not intended for this particular data path. The currently supported form of pipeline parallelization is sufficient for our workloads, however. Section 5 gives performance evaluation for WiFi TX/RX parallel pipelines.

3. Vectorization

A central optimization in the Ziria compiler is the vectorization transformation. It rewrites pipeline components that take values of type \(a\) and emit values of type \(b\) to take instead values of type \(\text{array}[d_a] a\) and emit values of type \(\text{array}[d_b] b\). This allows us to

\(^2\)In Section 5 we evaluate execution model overhead with program size.
We could vectorize (versus a code-generation-time optimization) to allow for further waves of optimizations on the vectorized ASTs, as we illustrate in Section 4.

3 Though valid, this may not be the most efficient vectorization since the output is not vectorized.

3.1 Cardinality analysis

As the examples above demonstrate, central to vectorization is a static analysis that we refer to as “cardinality analysis.” Cardinality analysis infers for each computer \( c \) the number \( \alpha_{\text{in}} \) of values the computer will take from its input and the number \( \alpha_{\text{out}} \) of values the component will emit on its output before returning. All transformers in our WiFi workload use repeat-ed computers of statically deducible cardinalities, but a few computers take or emit a dynamic number of values. For these few cases Ziria provides several forms of annotations to force vectorizations, e.g., when we know that some multiple of a fixed number of values will be emitted, such as in the CRC implementation in our repository.

3.2 Feasible vectorization sets

In a top-down fashion, our algorithm determines feasible vectorizations, distinguishing the following three cases.

Computer vectorizations. For correctness, vectorization of a computer \( c \) needs to ensure that the vectorized computer takes (one or more) arrays of size \( d_{\text{in}} \) and emits (one or more) arrays of size \( d_{\text{out}} \) for some \( \text{divisors} \ d_{\text{in}} \) and \( d_{\text{out}} \) of cardinalities \( \alpha_{\text{in}} \) and \( \alpha_{\text{out}} \) respectively. We call this a down-vectorization of the computer because the final array sizes are less or equal to the cardinality parameters.

Transformer-before-computer vectorization. Consider now the example from the beginning of this Section, and assume \( t \) is of the form \( \text{repeat} \ e \) for some computer \( e \) with input cardinality \( \alpha_{\text{in}} \) and output cardinality \( \alpha_{\text{out}} \).

Suppose \( t \) vectorizes so that in each iteration it takes one array of size \( 2\alpha_{\text{in}} \) and emits two arrays of size \( \alpha_{\text{out}} \) each. The downstream computer \( c_{1} \) may also be vectorized to take an array of \( \alpha_{\text{out}} \) input values, so the types match. This vectorization candidate is nevertheless incorrect because \( c_{1} \) could stop after reading the first \( \alpha_{\text{in}} \) inputs from \( t \)’s output, leaving \( t \) with extra \( \alpha_{\text{in}} \) values which should have been processed by \( c_{2} \).

The solution is to never increase the output rate per input in a “transformer-before-computer” vectorization. A transformer in a data path with a computer to the right can only safely up-vectorize to take arrays of size \( d \cdot \alpha_{\text{in}} \) and emit arrays of size \( d \cdot k \cdot \alpha_{\text{out}} \) for some \( d \) and \( k \). We refer to this mode as up-vectorization because it takes and emits arrays with larger width than the cardinality parameters.

Finally, we can also down-vectorize to take arrays \( d_{\text{in}} \) and emit arrays \( d_{\text{out}} \) where \( d_{\text{in}} \) and \( d_{\text{out}} \) are divisors of \( \alpha_{\text{in}} \) and \( \alpha_{\text{out}} \) taken and emitted per iteration.

Transformer-after-computer vectorization. The symmetric situation is also interesting. Consider a transformer \( t \) that consumes the output of computer \( c_{1} \):

\[
\text{seq} \{ x \leftarrow (c_{1} >> t); c_{2} \}
\]
Although transformers do not themselves return control values, in this case \( \tau \) will process a finite amount of data because the component upstream is a computer.

Again, consider an example of a transformer \( \tau \) in the form
\[
\text{repeat } c \text{ for some computer } c \text{ that has input cardinality } \alpha_{\text{in}} \text{ and output cardinality } \alpha_{\text{out}}. \text{ Suppose } \tau \text{ vectorizes so that in each iteration it takes one array of } \alpha_{\text{in}} \text{ values and in every second iteration emits an array of } 2\alpha_{\text{out}} \text{ values, leading to an input–output rate of 2-to-1. If the computer } c \text{ emits an array of size } \alpha_{\text{in}} \text{ (so the types match) and then immediately returns, the expected } \alpha_{\text{out}} \text{ output values will never be emitted since the output granularity is } 2\alpha_{\text{out}}.
\]

Unsurprisingly, the solution is to never decrease the output rate per input in a “transformer-after-computer” vectorization. A transformer in a data path with a computer to the left can only safely up-vectorize to take arrays of size \( d \cdot k \cdot \alpha_{\text{in}} \) and emit arrays of size \( d \cdot \alpha_{\text{out}} \) for some \( d \) and \( k \). Finally, as before, down-vectorizations are also acceptable.

### 3.3 Assembling vectorization candidates

Having collected constraints describing all feasible vectorizations for simple components, our algorithm proceeds to compose these sets to form well-typed vectorized pipelines. Let \( D(c) \) denote the feasible set for computation \( c \) as a set of triples \((cv, \alpha_{\text{in}}, \alpha_{\text{out}})\), where \( cv \) takes and emits arrays \((\text{array}[\alpha_{\text{in}}] a)\) and \((\text{array}[\alpha_{\text{out}}] b)\) respectively. The following rules describe how feasible sets compose over \( \rightarrow \) and \( \text{seq} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
D(c_1 \rightarrow c_2) &= \{ (cv_1 \rightarrow cv_2, d_{\text{in}}, d_{\text{out}}) \text{ where } \exists d. (cv_1, d_{\text{in}}, d) \in D(c_1) \text{ and } (cv_2, d, d_{\text{out}}) \in D(c_2) \} \\
D(\text{seq } x \leftarrow c_1; c_2) &= \{ (cv_1, d_{\text{in}}, d_{\text{out}}) \in D(c_1) \text{ and } (cv_2, d_{\text{in}}, d_{\text{out}}) \in D(c_2) \}
\end{align*}
\]

The sets of vectorizations that the aforementioned strategy introduces can grow large very quickly (tens of hundreds of thousands, for WiFi-scale pipelines), even if we impose limits on the maximum size of arrays.

To avoid search space explosion, we perform local pruning of candidates. Consider the example of \( c_1 \rightarrow c_2 \). There will be multiple feasible input \((d_{\text{in}})\) and output \((d_{\text{out}})\) data widths that this component can vectorize into. Moreover, for each feasible pair of \( d_{\text{in}} \) and \( d_{\text{out}} \), there may be several possible internal vectorizations arising from the set of intermediate widths \( d \) in the first rule above.

Locally pruning the candidates for \( c_1 \rightarrow c_2 \) for a given \( d_{\text{in}} \) and \( d_{\text{out}} \) amounts to deciding, for a choice of two intermediate widths \( d \) and \( d' \) (and consequently two vectorization candidates), which of the two we should prefer. A natural choice, guided by the need for “fat” pipelines, is to choose the one with the highest intermediate width.

However, at top-level we must choose a single vectorization among a set of vectorizations, irrespectively of input and output widths. A simple generalization of the aforementioned local choice is to choose the vectorization with the highest sum of all input, intermediate, and output widths in the pipeline. However, that choice is not always desirable. Consider two pipelines vectorized to input, intermediate, and output widths of 256-4-256 and 128-64-128, respectively, \(^4\) where the unvectorized constituent components emit one value for each value they take. Choosing the pipeline with the highest sum of all widths means the first candidate \((256 + 4 + 256 > 128 + 64 + 128)\) is selected, but the intermediate narrow width, 4, in the first pipeline is a clear bottleneck.

An alternative is to pick the candidate with the highest minimal width – this strategy would happily select the second candidate above. But highest-minimal-width is not always good either, since it will prefer \(8-8-8-8\) over \(256-256-256-4\) even though the second candidate is better in this case: candidate \(256-256-256-4\) sends 256 elements directly through the first two blocks and only pays the cost of breaking the result into arrays of size 4 at the end, causing \(1+1+64 = 66\) tick/proc executions. By contrast the \(8-8-8-8\) candidate induces \(4 \cdot 32 = 128\) procs.

From the above discussion, it is evident that the two extreme metrics, maximizing the sum of all block widths and maximizing the smallest of all widths, are conflicting. A similar issue is often encountered in computer network design. The seminal work of Kelly et al. [26] presents a utility framework parameterized over a set of concave (utility) functions that is amenable to decentralized optimization. The trade-off between the two extremes can be balanced through the choice of the utility function. Let \( f \) be such a utility function. Choosing \( f(d) = d \) results in maximizing the sum of widths, whereas choosing \( f(d) = 1/d^a \) for large \( a \) is known to be equivalent to maximizing the minimum width.

Here we adapt this framework. Specifically, we choose \( f(d) = \log(d) \), a function that is known to strike a good balance between the two extremes [26]. We extend the earlier composition rules with local pruning and decentralized utility calculation, as given in Figure 2. We evaluate the effects of the resulting vectorizations in Section 5.

\(^4\) In light of the previous discussion on rates, this may occur if the pipeline is composed just of transformers.
4. Other Optimizations

The Ziria compiler implements a series of type- and semantics-preserving optimizations that eliminate computations over expressions, reduce memory copying, and fuse multiple computations for more efficient execution. These optimizations are mainly based on standard techniques but are instrumental in producing performant code. We review the most important in this section and illustrate their synergy.

Static scheduling optimizations. One set of optimizations focuses on converting sequences of computations that include seq and >>> into imperative code wherever possible. One particular form of this optimization is called auto-mapping and is essential for producing performant code, as the overhead measurements in Section 5.2 (Figure 4) show. Figure 3 illustrates auto-mapping: the vectorized scrambler kernel is pulled out in a separate local function, and the repeat block is replaced with a call to map. A whole set of optimizations, such as inlining, pushing around let-bound definitions and conditionals, and replacing computation-level loops with expression-level loops, are specifically designed to enable auto-mapping. Auto-mapping is a form of static scheduling, since the code generator is aware that map cannot proceed without consuming input (cf. Section 2.6) – for instance a long sequence of >>> compositions of map will only push values downstream without using tick blocks.

Lookup table generation. Many PHY operations are defined to operate at a bit-level granularity, but direct implementation of such code is inefficient on CPUs with wide data buses. A common optimization is to identify such operations and speed them up by memoizing the results as lookup tables (LUTs) (manually created LUTs are used pervasively in Sora and GNU Radio for performance, for example). However, writing functions that use LUTs is tedious and results in code that is hard to read and modify.

The Ziria compiler solves this problem by automatically detecting portions of a program that are amenable to a LUT implementation (e.g., expressions complex enough to be worth converting to a LUT but whose LUT sizes are not too large) and automatically converting these expressions to LUTs. For instance, the auto-mapped version of the scrambler in Figure 3 is compiled to use a LUT with an index consisting of the current input (8 bits) and the scrambler state (7 bits), a total of $2^{15}$ entries. Packing input values to LUT indices and unpacking results required delicate performance tuning in the Ziria compiler; Section 5 evaluates the results of this optimization in our WiFi pipeline.

5. Evaluation

In this section we seek to answer the following questions about the performance of Ziria: (1) What is the overhead of Ziria’s execution engine? (2) What is the speedup of various compiler optimizations? (3) Can we implement WiFi PHY in Ziria to meet the protocol specifications and how does this implementation compare with a state-of-the-art, manually optimized implementation on the same platform?

5.1 Methodology

We evaluate the performance of our framework on various DSP algorithms that are part of a standard WiFi transceiver. We choose Sora’s WiFi implementation [45] as our reference implementation (since it is the most stable available) and port it to Ziria. Our port consists of ≈ 3k lines of Ziria code in total and it is verified against Sora’s implementation. As part of Ziria, we provide a basic signal processing library with a high-level interface for SIMD instructions and efficient implementations (borrowed from Sora) of FFT, IFFT and Viterbi decoding. The rest is written entirely in Ziria and available online [22].

We evaluate data throughput of a number of the processing blocks and compare the performance of our Ziria implementation with the manually optimized Sora implementation [45] and the WiFi requirements. We compile both on the Sora-supported C compiler [31], and we adapt our runtime to use Sora’s runtime libraries. In particular, we use Sora’s user-mode threading library, which allows us to run threads at the highest priority and pinned to a specific core, effectively preventing the OS from preempting their execution. Our evaluation machine is a 2-year-old Dell T3600 PC with an Intel Xeon E5-1620 CPU at 3.6 GHz running Windows 8.1 and the WinDDK compiler [31], together with the SoraMIMO SDR platform. When we measure the maximum rates of our software components (which are faster than the line speed of WiFi), we feed the input samples directly from memory and discard the output. We also evaluate the performance of the full SDR system using live wireless transmissions.

5.2 Overheads of nonoptimized execution model

Control-flow composition (seq). We measure the overhead of seq by measuring the runtime of a program containing $n$ computation components in sequence, with each component consisting of a single call to sin(). As a performance baseline, we use the runtime of the equivalent program in which all sin operations are executed in the same block. The results are depicted in Figure 4, top. The dashed line gives runtime of the baseline program for $n$ sin computations. The solid line gives runtimes for $n$ sin components bound in sequence. Both are average over 200 million inputs and we report average execution time per data item (confidence intervals are very small). We verify that the runtime data fit a linear model as a function of $n$, indicating that the cost of seq grows linearly with the number of components. The cost of a single seq operation on our system, given by the difference of the slopes of the two lines, is around 3ns.

---

5 These blocks are standard and are reused across all modern physical layers (WiFi, WiMax, LTE). Efficient implementations are already available across a large range of SDR platforms.

6 We observe very similar results on a laptop with an Intel i7.
with repeat on our system, given by the difference of the slopes of Repeat and Baseline, is \( \approx 24 \text{ns} \), while the cost of a single \( \gg\gg \) with map is \( \approx 1 \text{ns} \). The difference stems from the fact that the repeat block executes several ticks and procscs in each round, whereas map execution is completely streamlined. As shown in Section 5.3, the overhead of \( \gg\gg \) is usually significantly reduced by auto-mapping (Section 4), which converts certain repeat blocks into maps. The cost is further amortized by vectorization (Section 3), except in a few cases in which automapping and vectorization cannot be applied because not all sizes are statically known. Examples where this occurs include CRC, for which the input size depends on packet length and is therefore not known at compile time, and Viterbi, whose output frequency and size may depend on the amount of noise present at the received signal.

**Pipelined dataflow composition \( \gg\gg \).** To gauge the overhead of pipelining Ziria programs onto multiple cores using \( \gg\gg \), we measured the runtime of \( n \) sin calls both on a single core and divided evenly onto two cores. Figure 4, bottom, shows the results of this experiment. We average over 200 million inputs and report average execution time per data item (confidence intervals are very small). The red dashed line and solid black line give the execution time when running on a single core and on two cores, respectively. The point at which these two lines intersect, approximately 30 computations per datum, is the point at which we break even, i.e., when pipelining gives speedup rather than slowdown. The speedup is approximately 1.7x at 60 calls and 2x at 90 calls.

---

**Figure 3:** Optimization synergy: original scrambler, auto-vectorized, auto-mapped, and generated C code with a LUT.

**Figure 4:** Overheads of various Ziria components: seq (top), \( \gg\gg \) (middle), \( \gg\gg\gg \) (bottom)

**Dataflow composition \( \gg\gg \).** To evaluate the overhead of \( \gg\gg \), we measured the runtime of a program containing \( n \gg\gg\gg\) composed code blocks, with each block executing the computation \( \text{repeat} \{ \text{x} \leftarrow \text{take}; \text{emit} (\sin (\text{x})) \} \)\. We also measured the runtime of a version of this program optimized to use map. The baseline is the runtime of a program in which all \( n \) sin calls are merged into a single block. We average over 200 million inputs and report average execution time per data item (confidence intervals are very small). The results are depicted in Figure 4, middle. The cost of a single \( \gg\gg \)
5.3 Ziria optimizations

Vectorization is instrumental in achieving good performance, both on its own and in combination with LUTs. In plot 5a and 5b, we give the relative improvement of vectorization (green) and vectorization+LUT (yellow) over no optimization for receiver (RX) and transmitter (TX) blocks. Vectorization brings large benefits to the receiver, with order-of-magnitude speedups. Vectorization alone is not as effective on the transmitter side, since most TX blocks perform bit-level operations that dominate performance. However, vectorization enables LUT generation, and the combined speedup of both optimizations is up to 1000× (in the full TX pipeline at 54 Mbps the compiler automatically identifies 40 LUT opportunities). Note that wherever we measure the performance of vectorization, we also include other control flow optimizations mentioned in Section 4.

5.4 WiFi performance

Finally, we compare our WiFi implementation in Ziria with the IEEE WiFi standard requirements and the Sora implementation in terms of compile time, throughput, and latency. We also evaluate its real world performance.

Compile time. We begin by measuring the compile times in Sora (C++ with templates to executable code) and Ziria (Ziria high-level code to executable code) using the same WinDDK C compiler [31]. Both Sora and Ziria take 8s to compile the transmitter at 54 Mbps to an executable file. Ziria is faster when compiling the receiver at 54 Mbps: it takes 15s compared to the 26s taken by Sora.

Throughput. We next inspect the receiver’s performance, plot 6a. The specification mandates a sampling (input) rate of 40 million samples/second (dark green bars). We measure the maximum throughputs of the Sora implementations of receivers at various data rates and compare with the equivalent implementations in Ziria, both with 1 and 2 threads. We see that all Ziria implementations meet the WiFi specifications at all data rates. We also see that we are at most 15% slower than the corresponding manually optimized Sora implementations and even faster than Sora in several of the most demanding cases.

In particular, our 2-threaded implementation of the receiver at 54 Mbps is more than 60% faster than Sora’s. This is because our vectorizer finds the optimal width of the Viterbi decoder for this particular pipeline (288 samples), whereas Sora uses the default width (48 samples). Since Viterbi is placed on a different core from the rest of the pipeline, we reduce the number of synchronization messages 6-fold.

In plot 6b we give the results for the same experiment applied instead to the WiFi transmitter. The inputs to the TX pipeline are data bits, so the required input rates correspond to the WiFi data rates (dark green bars). Ziria again meets the WiFi requirements and in most cases is faster than Sora.
The main exceptions are the transmitters at 48 and 54 Mbps. These data rates use 64QAM modulation and require packing chunks of 6 bits of data per symbol; our current bit operations are not very efficient for nonaligned data.

**Latency.** We also evaluate the latency of our single thread WiFi implementation. We measure two types of latencies: the read latency at input and the write latency at output. To measure read latency, we randomly sample 10000 latencies between two consecutive read operations, and we do the same for write latency. Since read and write operations are vectorized, we plot an average latency per sample for each measured vectorized read/write. We normalize all latencies with respect to the maximum average latency per datum for each data rate (1/data rate for TX reads and 1/sampling rate = 1/40MHz for TX writes and RX reads).

We plot the CDFs of normalized latencies in Figure 7. Plot 7a shows that latencies at transmitter reads are highly nonuniform. This is because the time it takes to process one input datum may vary widely depending on the order in which we execute various blocks. For example, it will be small while we are reading data to fill an FFT buffer. But the FFT will get executed once the buffer is filled, which will introduce high latency before the subsequent read. However, since the FFT is the transmitter block with the largest vectorization and also the last component in the TX pipeline, the latencies at write are much more uniform (Plot 7b). The read latencies for the receiver are shown in Plot 7c.

For the performance of WiFi, it is important that the write latency of the transmitter is below the maximum latency dictated by the line rate of WiFi (1/40MHz). This is because a sudden excessive write delay can cause an interruption in transmission. Similarly, if the read latency of the receiver is above the maximum latency dictated by the line rate, a buffer overflow can occur causing dropped RX samples. WiFi is not designed to cope with dropped samples or interruptions, and such events will yield immediate packet losses.

However, occasional large delays are not catastrophic; all SDR hardware uses buffers to amortize such delays. The sizes of these buffers are dimensioned according to the protocol specs. For example, WiFi requires hardware to finish processing packet reception and start transmitting in 10µs (SIFS, “short interframe space” time), so any buffering and processing delays smaller than SIFS are acceptable.

We see that only 0.2% of all observed write latencies at the TX and read latencies at the RX are above the maximum allowed by the device line speed, and the highest of all observed latencies is 5× the maximum, which is still more than 100× smaller than the SIFS time.

**Testbed evaluation.** In order to further verify that our implementation meets the system requirements in practice and that no excessive delay between consecutive samples, caused by our nonrealtime OS scheduler, will cause packet transmission or reception errors, we set up a realtime wireless transmission using Ziria WiFi code and Sora SDR hardware. High data rates (24-54 Mbps) involve amplitude modulation (16QAM and 64QAM) and require a more accurate implementation of an automatic gain control algorithm, which is currently provided neither in Sora nor in Ziria. We therefore experiment with the four lowest data rates (6-18 Mbps). For each of these rates we send a sequence of packets encoded at the selected rate at a constant pace. Each packet has a unique ID so we can detect losses accurately. We count how many packets are correctly received and calculate the packet error rate. In our experiment, we lose around 2% of 10,000 packets transmitted [18]. This is on par with loss observed with commercial WiFi cards (cf. [41]). As discussed before, WiFi cannot cope with sample losses, and the low loss rate we observe here implies that we meet WiFi timing requirements.

6. Related work

**Software-defined radio.** SDR platforms have traditionally been FPGA- [29, 33, 35] and DSP-based [43, 49]. More recently, CPU-based platforms [6, 23, 34, 45, 50] have gained popularity, in particular due to widespread use of USRP radios and GNU Radio [12, 50]. Similarly, there are numerous programming platforms and approaches for SDRs [7, 12, 13, 19, 30, 35, 36, 42, 48, 52].

As we motivated in the introduction, however, the existing SDR platforms typically fail to provide convenient abstractions for programming pipeline reconfiguration, an important aspect of PHY design. For example, the Sora [13] transmitter consists of a single data pipeline with global shared state for (re)configuration. GNU Radio [37] encodes control flow in the data stream (e.g., using a stream of 0’s and 1’s to convey the presence or absence of a preamble). StreamIt [48] uses asynchronous teleport messages for pipeline reconfiguration, which can obscure control flow. Spiral [52] does not offer an easy way to mix control and data flow.

Further, many of the software platforms require tedious manual optimization, which can limit code reuse and lead to subtle errors. Examples include Sora and GNU Radio components that are programmed with predefined, manually adjusted widths and therefore may not be compatible with arbitrary pipelines. In Sora, the programmer must also manually identify and implement lookup tables, which can lead to verbose code (for example, the scrambler implementation is 90 lines of C++ code in Sora but only 20 lines in Ziria).

**Dataflow languages.** In addition to work on SDR, Ziria builds on a significant body of programming languages research. Synchronous dataflow (SDF) languages [9, 15, 16] have been used in embedded and reactive systems for modeling and verification but – to our knowledge – never to implement line-rate software PHY designs. Parameterized SDF [10], like Ziria, supports dynamic reconfiguration of the dataflow graph but does not develop language abstractions for reconfiguration like our seq combinator. StreamIt [48], also based on synchronous dataflow, was one of the early works to target DSP applications, including software WiFi and 3GPP
PHY, though it is not clear whether these implementations can operate at line rate. More recently, Liquid Metal [4] showed how to compile a high-level Java-like language with streaming primitives to a combination of Java bytecode, C code, and FPGA bitfiles, with runtime support for dynamically selecting from among the implementations. Both StreamIt and Liquid Metal support forms of cardinality-aware vectorization, although simpler in the absence of pipeline reconfigurations.

**Functional programming and FRP.** The design of Ziria and its key combinators draws from monads [32] and arrows [24]. A flavor of our `seq` combinator (called “switch”) is used in Yampa [17], a popular functional reactive programming (FRP) framework that lacks an efficient execution model. The Haskell Pipes [39] library includes monad transformers that provide high-level functionality similar to Ziria’s stream combinators, but it does not guarantee implementation in constant space. Ziria’s tick and process semantics resemble the push–pull model of streaming popular in FRP [20, 21, 47]. Feldspar [5], a language for DSP embedded in Haskell, uses a novel vector representation that supports vector fusion, which could be profitably incorporated into the Ziria compiler. Spiral [40] generates efficient implementations of a wide variety of linear transforms (e.g., DFT) from high-level algebraic specifications and compares favorably to Sora in benchmarks of a Spiral-generated WiFi PHY [53]. In principle, Spiral could be used to generate architecture-tuned versions of some of the basic stream-processing blocks we currently use in Ziria. Bitvector program synthesis using, e.g., sketching [27] may be another way to generate optimized low-level processing blocks.

### 7. Conclusion

We presented Ziria, the first high-level SDR platform with a performant execution model. To validate our design, we built a compiler that performs optimizations done manually in existing CPU-based SDR platforms: vectorization, lookup table generation, and annotation-guided pipelining. To demonstrate Ziria’s viability, we used Ziria to build a rate-compliant PHY layer for WiFi 802.11a/g.
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